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Introduction
● Even though the Software Visualization (SV) has been 

studied from decades, many aspects are still uncertain or 
unexplored

● It makes complex for researchers and practitioners to 
have a clear landscape of SV

● Our main goal is to identify the consolidate approaches 
and discussions on SV



Introduction
● The main contributions of this study are: 

○ a collection of 48 secondary studies on SV
○ an up-to-date map of state-of-the-art in SV and its 

implications for future research
○ a set of recommendations acting as sound 

guidelines for future development in SV field



● For achieving this goal, we applied the tertiary systematic 
literature review (SLR) methodology

● What is a SLR?
○ Systematic  literature  review (also  referred  to  as  a  systematic 

review) is  a  form  of secondary  study that  uses  a well-defined 
methodology to identify, analyze and interpret all available 
evidence related to a specific research question in a way that is 
unbiased (to a degree) and repeatable. (Kitchenham’s Guideline, 
2007)
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Study design



Main research questions
● RQ1 - What are the current publication characteristics 

in the software visualization research field (year, types, 
main topics)?

● RQ2 - What are the application domain of software 
visualization?

● RQ3 What are the main issues regarding software 
visualization application?
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Search and Selection of Secondary Studies

● I1 - Title, keyword list, and abstract explicitly stating that 
the paper is related to SV.

● I2 - Studies conducting a systematic mapping study or 
SLR on SV or any sub-field.

● I3 - Studies providing a state of the art, taxonomy, review 
on SV, or any sub-field.



Search and Selection of Secondary Studies
● E1 - Conference proceedings, e-books, slideshows, or formats different from 

research papers.
● E2 - Papers focusing on a unique tool, technique, not broad enough.
● E3 - The paper’s full text is not available for download.
● E4 - The paper is not in English.
● E5 - The publication year is lower than 2000**.

○ However, we included the [3] Price, B.A., Baecker, R.M., and Small, I.S. “A Principled 
Taxonomy of Software Visualization”, Journal of Visual Languages and Computing, Volume 4, 
Issue 3, Pages 211-266, 1993.
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We organize a 
catalogue of 48 

Software Visualization 
Secondary Studies



Results





Publications per year
● We can note that the scientific interest on SV in the last 

years has remained constant and steady. 
● We found secondary studies from 2001 to 2018, and only 

2004 had a discontinuity (peaks of 6 articles in 2009 and 
2014). 

● Thus, we observed a regular production of secondary 
in SV domain.













Discussion
(main insights)



The problem of scalability
● The challenge SV tools have to face is 

scalability
● Todays software systems are increasingly 

large and complex
● Software architecture is especially problematic 
● It is an open issue yet



Evaluations lack rigor [7], [11]
● The evaluation of SV still lacks rigor, as this is the case 

for many SV tools
● It is essential to find criteria to determine what makes an 

effective visualization
● Paying attention to use more objective evaluation 

methods (e.g., controlled experiments) for providing 
convincing evidence to support its effectiveness

● Issue: controlled experiments are very hard and 
expensive to perform.



SV in Education [9],[24]
● We identify there is a growing area of research investigating the 

application of 3D graphics and algorithm animation for 
educational purposes.

● Most of the effective SVs were built and guided by cognitive 
theories as constructivism, and considering other learning 
theories from different domains could result in important 
contributions in terms of effectiveness

● We also identify for PV to use concrete visual allegories and 
gamification



Software Maintenance Visualization
● The concerns of current SV tools for maintenance is that 

they do not overcome the domain specific issues of 
scalability and complexity

● Only appropriate for small to medium size systems
● SVs disconnect from domain problems



Trend -> real metaphors
● The trend in recent papers is to use real 

metaphors
● For example, city metaphor instead of 

abstract ones



Recommendations



We organise a 
catalogue of 15 
recommendations 
from secondary 
studies, classifying 
by number of 
occurrences in the 
studies.



R1 - Conduct empirical studies to 
validate usefulness

Cited by 40% of papers (19/48)



R2 - Provide details on demand, avoid 
cognitive overload

Cited by 23% of papers (11/48)



R3 - Map techniques to meet specific 
goals, real problems

Cited by 21% of papers (10/48)



R4 - Think about interoperability, 
community collaboration

Cited by 21% of papers (10/48)



R5 - Engage learner in activities
Cited by 14.5% of papers (7/48)



R6 - Think about usability in the design
Cited by 12.5% of papers (6/48)



R7 - Have strong theoretical foundation
Cited by 10.5% of papers (5/48)



R8 - Use  multiple views
Cited by 10.5% of papers (5/48)
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Conclusions
● We catalogued and reviewed systematically 48 

secondary studies on Software Visualization
● We organised 15 main recommendations to SV 

community from the studies
○ Conduct empirical studies to validade usefulness
○ Provide details on demand
○ Meet specific goals, real problems

● We can use those recommendations as a guidelines to 
further research projects 

 



Conclusions
● We identified in the studies 

○ the lack of rigorous evaluation or theories support 
to assess SV tools effectiveness

○ the disconnection between tool design and their 
scope

○ the dispersal of the research community

 



Conclusions
● We are few -- it is time to work together to construct and 

evaluate useful and focused SV
● It is time to collaborate and consolidate the most 

successful visualizations
● It is time to improve our communication and “marketing 

strategy” to become relevant and useful
● Teach the most successful and useful SV in our SE 

classes  
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